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Abstract 

 

As agile software development becomes a trend, Lots of organizations are using the agile methodology for better life cycle of 

product development. To achieve the quality product methods needs to be the more structured definition of what agile 

methodologies is and what is the better level of its maturity. Traditional development methodologies rely on documents and 

process defined and used from one analyst to the next. SCRUM has some key challenges to use it. First customer’s goals are set 

without the knowledge of their requirements and needs. The client’s requirements are not be good enough from the need 

perspective. Then, given the fact that a client thinks in terms of the minimum organizational set of features in a just-in-time 

process. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The selection of a software development methodology is critical process in any software development. In this approach, the 

entire course was designed to fit Scrum’s principles and adding some extra feature which will overcome some previous problems 

and make it advance. Also, the course’s main project was to be developed in sprints, as proposed in Scrum.  

As negative points, we highlight the impossibility of delivering complete products in earlier sprints, and some interaction and 

collaboration difficulties. The main conclusion of this research is that, for the approach to work in software companies, a 

regularly modified version of the Scrum methodology (Advance Scrum) is necessary. 

II. TRADITIONAL SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGIES  

A software development method helps the developer to select best methods among all methodologies. The software market 

demands readiness for unexpected and quick changes, and the earlier software engineering methodologies did not seem to be 

appropriate for many practitioners.  

Agile methodologies, such as Scrum, are a response to this demand. As a direct consequence of this evolution, there is an 

increasing need to place more emphasis on teaching Scrum in order to prepare students for their professional careers [1]. 

By adopting a Scrum-based approach to teach software development technologies and software engineering concepts. In the 

approach, some Scrum practices, such as iterative and incremental development based on sprints, were integrated into the 

academic environment, so that the learning itself could happen in an iterative and incremental way.  

To fit this format, the entire course had to be reorganized so that the disciplines could deliver the necessary contents for the 

sprints to succeed [2]. 

 Waterfall Model A.

 
Fig. 1: Waterfall Model 
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Waterfall methodology is sequential model which follows the steps by step execution of the modules. There are various modules 

like Requirement Analysis, Design, Code, Integration, Test and deployment is the last. As the organizations learned more about 

developing software, certain methods for managing and predicting the cost of software development projects used in real world. 

The methodology managing software projects through the five stages shown in Figure. 

A manifesto for waterfall software development described as below:  

We can managed the software development projects by: 

 Writing specifications and knowledge gathering that define how the software will look and what it will do. 

 Do the design work and depth analysis to get development costs. 

 Ensuring software developers obey the specifications. 

 Testing the software and make sure it works as per the requirement after implementation. 

 Delivering the final product to the client. 

If these specifications are fulfilled then we can say the software will satisfy the customer, will be in budget, and will be 

delivered on time. 

One of the most important differences between the agile and waterfall approaches is that waterfall gives the complete software 

at the end of its cycle while agile is working in sprint. Agile provides the repetitive outcomes after each cycle and complete the 

implementations as per the customer’s requirements. 

Waterfall works like it is possible to have perfect knowledge gathering of the requirements from the start. But in software 

development, clients often don’t know what they want and can’t pronounce their requirements. With waterfall, development 

rarely got what the customer wants even if it is what the customer asked for. 

 Problems: 1)

 All works and developments are steps by steps which is not realistic. 

 A good model do iteration between consecutive steps. 

 However, testing comes at the end and may leads to the problems in the initial     design 

 The solution: do it twice 

 Iterative Model: B.

Iterative software development methodologies cyclically conduct and finish the defined phases. The main objective of 

methodologies with this particular proceeding strategy is to receive early customer feedback in order to identify shortcomings as 

soon as possible. Figure exemplarily shows that all components are already implemented after the first iteration. The later 

iterations only serve for refinements. At each iteration, design modifications are made and new functional capabilities are added 

[2]. 

The iteration will do the redesign and implementation of each module is to be simple, understandable and successive. Each 

module consist of the Planning, Analysis, Design, Implementation, Testing and Deployment. The analysis of an each iteration is 

based upon client’s feedback. The project control list is changed as per the analysis results. 

 
Fig. 2: Iterative Model 

 Spiral Model: C.

The spiral model is similar to the incremental model, with more emphases placed on risk analysis. The spiral model has four 

phases: Planning, Risk Analysis, Engineering and Evaluation. Analogously to the iterative proceeding strategy, the phases are 

cyclically conducted. However, after each cycle only a particular increment is delivered. Therefore, these increments respectively 

represent a subset of the whole system. In order to continuously minimize the risk of the project, the most critical components 

are usually implemented in the early iterations. Figure exemplarily shows how increments primary serve as extensions, not as 

refinements.  

The baseline spiral, starting in the planning phase, requirements are gathered and risk is assessed. Each subsequent spiral 

builds on the baseline spiral. Requirements are gathered during the planning phase.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iteration
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In the risk phase, a process is identifying the risk and solutions for it. A prototype phase is after the risk analysis phase. 

Software will be generated in the engineering phase. Last stage is testing. The evaluation phase provide the output of project to 

date before the project continues to the next spiral.  

 Advantages: 1)

 Risk analysis on requirement. 

 Better for critical and hard projects. 

 Software will be generated early in initial cycle. 

 Disadvantages: 2)

 It is costly model. 

 Highly specific expertise needed in risk analysis. 

 Risk analysis phase decide the software’s success. 

 Not for suitable for smaller projects. 

 
Fig. 3: Spiral Model 

 

 V - Model D.

V-Model life cycle is a sequential execution of all modules. Testing is important in this model. Testing will be done early in this 

model. All the test scripts as per the requirements are generated earlier than other models. As per the figure requirements 

gathering starts in life cycle model just like the waterfall model. Before software development is started, a system test plan is 

generated. The test plan obey to meet the requirements specified in documents [12]. 

 Advantages: 1)

 Simple and easy to use. 

 Each phase has specific outcomes. 

 Succession ratio is higher than waterfall model due to the early development of test plans. 

 Works good for small projects where requirements are understandable. 

 
Fig. 4: V – Model 

 Disadvantages: 2)

 Very strict as waterfall model. 
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 Software will be developed during the development phase, so no early prototypes of the software will be generated. 

 Not providing the clear problems during the testing phases. 

III. INTRODUCTION TO AGILE METHODOLOGY 

Agile methods regarded as set of practices and techniques which have specific principles and values. They share the property of 

iterative incremental development that tackles requirement changes quickly, satisfy customer and produce quality products. 

Over the last three decades, software development has been governed by process standards like CMM, CMMi, ISO and 

development methodologies such as structured, object-oriented and agile. From sequential, heavy weight methodologies which 

are more predictive in nature and lengthy in process, today there is a shifting focus towards simple, light weight methodologies 

involving prototyping which provides a part of the final output at every stage of development.  

Most of studies have reported software project failures is due to lack of requirements gathering [24]. Global software 

development and agile methodology signify two important developments in software development today with respect to 

geographical scope and development process, intended to deliver cost efficiency and improved customer satisfaction. Global 

software development reduces cost by offshoring development to remote locations where resource pool is available at low cost 

but comes with inherent challenges of communication and coordination. Traditional agile methods recommend entire team 

working in single location closer to customers improving communication and coordination [25]. 

Agile methods regarded as set of practices and techniques which have specific principles and values. They share the property 

of iterative incremental development that tackles requirement changes quickly, satisfy customer and produce quality products. 

Their target is to improve business and innovate new ideas to meet the market demands by quickly redefining resources when the 

requirements or technology changed, fast response to the market changes or insensitive customer interaction [12].  

The most popular agile methods within industry are XP, Scrum, Crystal Family and DSDM. While agile manifesto stresses 

less on documentation, any large organization is bound and governed by process related capability for which agile requires more 

changes. Segal suggested that with a balanced level of process and documentation agile methods can be adopted to improve the 

value for customer.  

Bhalerao, Puntambekar and Ingle describe agile software development lifecycle as similar to traditional lifecycle methodology 

and argue that agile as a methodology is not a new paradigm, but a model which evolved from traditional method with some 

variations. All quality processes like testing, validation and verification occur much early in agile methods owing to its iterative 

nature and the development process then progresses through multiple sprints. Agile methods also improve the final output quality 

through periodic reviews [23]. 

Some studies have reported that agile methods provide improved customer satisfaction, flexible customization and usability, 

learning and adaptation and capability to adjust amicably for volatile business requirements [24]. Dyba and Dingsoyr [25] 

observed that agile methodology strongly advocates a shift in approach from leadership-collaboration to command and control, 

suggesting its suitability for organizations which embrace innovation and which are adaptive to changes rather than bureaucratic 

organizations.  

However research in this area does not clearly articulate the demarcation of balance required between traditional and agile 

methodologies. The insistence is on agile manifesto principles but many large organizations are governed heavily by process 

orientation. While it is strongly discouraged for such organizations, an alternate approach for improved customer satisfaction is 

not clearly articulated. [12]. 

The principle is developing on a test-driven basis; that is to write test prior to writing code. A test suite is run on the 

application after any code change. 

 What is Agile? A.

Agile model works with the iterative approach. All the module are in iterative modes and repetitive at each sprint. The sprint is 

the collection of the all modules and all the phases. Each phase consists of the Analysis, Design, Implementation and Testing. 

Here is a graphical illustration of the Agile Model: 

 
Fig. 5: Agile Model 
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 Agile Principles: B.

The Agile Manifesto is based on following principles [5]: 

 Repeated delivery to satisfy customer. 

 Self-organizing teams. 

 Capable of timely development. 

 Software will be developed through the developers who are expert, motivated and trusted. 

 Daily attention to coding quality and great design. 

 Daily meeting to cooperation between business analyst and developers. 

 Regular adaptation of the changing requirements. 

 Welcome modified requirements, at last stage in development also. 

 Proof of concepts like Demo, face-to-face conversation is the best form of communication. 

 Delivery if software frequently like every week. 

 Agile Model Pros: C.

 Is a very realistic approach to software development 

 Minimum Resource requirements. 

 Provide teamwork and provide cross training. 

 Gives flexibility to developers. 

 Worthy for pre-defined or switching requirements. 

 Easy to manage. 

 Good model for environments that change steadily. 

 Minimal rules and easy to document. 

 Can be parallel development and delivery can be done as per planned. 

 Agile Model Cons: D.

 Not suitable for handling complex project. 

 More risk of properties, new feature implementation. 

 Fixed delivery date dictates the scope, functionality needs to be given on time, and meet the project plan. 

 An agile leader and agile PM practice is a must without which it will not work. 

 Minimum documentation leads to dependency on single person. 

 Due to lack of documentation, transfer of technology to new development team may be challenging. 

 Success of developed product is heavily relay on user interaction, so if client is not clear, they can be lead to the wrong 

direction. 

 Why Agile? E.

Most of software companies are working on latest technology and reason behind of these are following: 

 To get better output. 

 Better cost by less resources. 

 Quality product. 

 User and developer interaction makes the decision easy and quick. 

 Easy to maintain product. 

 If teams or developer changes then no impact should be on business. 

 Easy to train people about developed product. 

 Changeable product. 

 Deadline meets as per delivery Plan. 

Because of these points Agile are currently used by many organizations.  

The well-known agile software development methods and/or process frameworks include:  

 SCRUM 

 Extreme Programming 

 Crystal methodologies family 

 Feature-Driven Development 

 Adaptive Software Development 
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IV. AGILE METHODOLOGY USING SCRUM 

 What is SCRUM? A.

Scrum is an iterative and incremental process. The requirements that is being developed known as the product backlog is 

described and discussed among the developer members. The product backlog is divided into smaller requirements that are 

assigned to the team members. The set of tasks that the team works on during a sprint is called the sprint backlog. A physical 

board called the scrum board is used to keep track of all these tasks and assignments 

In Scrum all requirements are divided in specific blocks, called Sprints, which are generally take two weeks or 30 days to 

develop. Scrum teams adhere the rules of method and developed the product requirements in each iteration. 

There are three pillars of SCRUM: 

 Transparency 

 Inspection 

 Adaptation 

 Roles in Scrum B.

 Product Owner 

 Team 

 Scrum Master.  

The work of the traditional project manager role are divided among these three Scrum roles. 

 
Fig. 6: Roles in Scrum 

 Product Owner: 1)

 Decides when to ship. 

 Contribute as a team member 

 Responsible for product development. 

 He can accepts or rejects each product iteration. 

 Considers client’s interests. 

 He has full responsibility to decides whether to continue development. 

 Continuously re-prioritizes the Product Backlog, decides any long-term prospects such as release plans. 

 Final person of requirements questions. 

 He is responsible for return on investment. 

 
Fig. 7: Product Owner 

 Scrum Development Team: 2)

 It is a Cross-functional Group. It include software developers: domain experts, business analysts and all members with 

testing skills etc. 
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 They decide how to reach commitments. 

 Intensely cooperative. 

 7 ± 2 members 

 Most successful with long-term, full-time membership. Scrum moves work to a flexible learning team and not moving 

people or splitting them between teams. 

 Decide commitments with the Product Owner, one Sprint at a time. 

 Self-organizing / self-managing, without externally assigned roles. 

 
Fig. 8: Scrum Development Team 

 Scrum Master: 3)

 Enforces timelines. 

 Helps resolve problems. 

 Facilitates the Scrum process. 

 No management authorities. 

 Creates an environment conducive to team self-organization. 

 Shields the team from external interference and distractions to keep it in group flow. 

 Keeps Scrum artifacts known. 

 Promotes improved engineering practices. 

 Artifacts in Scrum: C.

 Product Backlog 

 Sprint Backlog 

 Increment 

The Product Backlog is a collection of the requirements provided by the Product Owner. These are the finalized requirement 

from client side. Product Backlog Items are also known as User Stories. In priority wise all the requirement are ordered as per 

figure. If any of requirements are reprioritized the list need to be modified and discussed in meeting for knowledge purpose. This 

will be discussed in the Backlog Refinement Meeting module [22]. 

 
Fig. 9: Scrum Master 

The Sprint Backlog is the work which need to be done via dividing it to smaller piece. So user stories are divided into the 

smaller list like 100 stories are divided in to 10 block where each block contain the 10 stories.  
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Fig. 10: Product Backlog 

 
Fig. 11: Sprint Backlog 

 Scrum Meetings: D.

Scrum master is the responsible person for all the following meetings. But he has no authority to take any decision in these 

meetings. Just he can manage it. 

Scrum has five meetings:  

 Sprint Planning 

 Daily Scrum 

 The Sprint Review Meeting 

 The Sprint Retrospective Meeting 

 Backlog Refinement 

 
Fig. 12: Scrum Meetings 

 Sprint Planning: 1)

In this meeting which tasks need to be set as a higher priority and which need to be set as a lowest priority order that is decide. 

Product owner is responding to the team’s argument over the requirement and guide them to the teams. At the beginning of each 

Sprint, they discussed which item they need to developed or not. Then they take the work from product backlog to sprint back log 

[22]. 

Team has to work together and complete the task which has priority high and complete the sprint backlog within the time 

period given. This rule need to be adhere by all developers so the quality and the timeline should be followed properly. 
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If development team has any problem and wants to change the tasks priority or need to remove it from the current sprint back 

log. They can discuss this with product owner and finalize the outcomes. There is a time limit to plan the sprint means for 30 

days sprint they can spend 8 hours and proportionally. 

 
Fig. 13: Sprint Planning 

 Daily Scrum: 2)

In daily scrum meeting, everyday scrum development team spend 15 minutes time and discussed with every developer what will 

they do today. What did they do yesterday? What is the current progress of user stories? Is there any difficult they faced during 

development etc. Some critical issues needs to be addressed in this meeting and finalize the outcomes of it. 

 
Fig. 14: Daily Scrum Meeting 

Team also taking care of the current and future progress plan. They also making the effort to obey that plan. Each developers 

and team member has a responsibility to complete their tasks within time. 

 The Sprint Review Meeting: 3)

In Sprint review meeting, the team will demonstrate the work in front of the Product Owner. This is a live demo meeting, not a 

report presentation. After the demonstration, the Product Owner review the requirements and see the demo. Is the product fulfilled 

the requirements? If so then Product owner sign well and allows to move ahead with the other sprint development otherwise as per 

the comments and feedback received from the product owner.  

 
Fig. 15: Sprint Review Meeting 

Scrum development team need to start rework and modified the code based on the feedback and changed. The scrum master 

helps to convert the feedback in to the requirements and make sure to adhere to that requirements in next sprint review meeting. 

If there will be any new requirements from the product owner than new user stories can be determined by the scrum master 

and will add this to the sprint backlog. 
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 The Sprint Retrospective Meeting: 4)

In this meeting, after the demonstration what thing goes well and what was not well will be discussed. After getting the feedback 

all need to be expert to solve the current situation and found the best way in less time to implement it [22]. 

Scrum master finds the alternative way to implement those new or modified requirements so it can be done in less time. 

Discuss the stories which need to be modified and which need to be frizzed. 

 
Fig. 16: Sprint Retrospective Meeting 

 Backlog Refinement Meeting: 5)

In the Backlog Refinement Meeting, the team spend the time to complete the team considers the effort they would expend 

development and provides other technical helps to the product owner to prioritize the product backlog. Scrum master helps them to 

prioritize them.  

A skilled Scrum Master can help the team to work accordingly stories and also help the product owner to make the stories that 

way the developer team can follow the project plan and complete the sprint on time. 

 
Fig. 17: Backlog Refinement Meeting 

Figure describe the all over process of the scrum which we have discussed till now.  

 
Fig. 18: The Agile - Scrum Framework at a glance 

V. IMPLEMENTATION 

 Features Required: A.

Any software’s quality is depend on the quality of code which is the overall quality of code developed by the developers. Quality 

of code is the important factor for the software development cycle. Base on this parameter the final product or software is rated 

and compared in market with other products. Software’s development time is also the key feature.  
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Time to develop the code and remove the false code which is causing fault. All this factors are not included in the scrum 

method which should be a part of method to improve the code quality. 

Scrum methodology limitation is that method is not focusing on the quality of code which is the key factor of any software 

development. Method is not managing the assignment of tasks to developer whose code quality is better than others. 

 Code Review Tool: B.

To overcome critical factor code quality, code review tool has been developed to fulfill the coding standards. Among them, 

coding standards are the fundamental way to improve code readability, help individual developers produce consistent code, and 

prevent error-prone coding styles. 

To improve the quality of software, assignment of tasks/requirements to the developers are scanned/reviewed by code review 

tool. Tool provides the score of developed code and also provides the expert comments/violations to the developer to improve 

the quality of code.  

This tool scans the .NET code. Based on the comments, developer can make necessary changes and improve the quality of 

code. Each developer’s score can also be used at a time of task assignment to the developers. Daily work plan and weekly report 

of each developer can give the track of tasks assigned. 

The code review tool scan the code of developers and provide the necessary comments which need to be followed by 

developer to achieve the better quality of code. Tool provide the recommendations to the developer how he can correct the 

existing code.  

To improve the scrum process this tool can help to consider the quality factor of the software. Most of time is taken by the 

code review process when the code is developed. Review process is the vital and important aspects of software development.  

This tool reduce the review process time and provide the quick solution for each violations for which developer can easily 

implement and improve the quality of code. Daily work plan report and weekly report of developer can give the exact scenario of 

the tasks and help to analyze the software timelines. 

 Tool Framework: C.

 Input: 1)

 .NET Project folder path or .NET single code file path can be given as an input. (Ex. “D:\Demo\” or 

“D:\Demo\Demo.cs”) 

 Using the input path, tool will get the file(s) which need to be reviewed. 

 If .NET project folder path is provided for scanning then tool will automatically get the collection of files and store it on 

INPUTFILES collection object otherwise single code file will be store in INPUTFILES object. 

 .NET Framework: 2)

 .NET framework scans each and every code files of project sporadic from INPUTFILES object.  

 When tool runs on any project folder (collection of files) or single code file, first specific XML rules are fetched from 

Rule Engine.  

 Tool Engine select one file from INPUTFILES object and store content of that file in TEMP Variable.  

 Scanning process implements all rules on TEMP variable for the results whether rules are meeting the requirements or 

not. 

 Implementation of each rules in Tool Engine are defined in C#.Net code. 

 Rule Engine: 3)

 
Fig. 19: Process Flow 
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 Rules are predefine in XML document and stored in XML file. These rules are standard for the development of code. 

 Each and every rule’s description, severity, resolution are defined in this document.  

 Severity 1 means Information, severity 2 means Warning and severity 3 means Error. 

Tool provided the resolution details for each rules defined in XML database so developer can solve the violations. 

 Report Generation: 4)

 If any rules are not meeting the requirements and violating the defined rules then violations are generated for that rules. 

All violation are store in Violation collection object. 

 At the end of all code scan these all violation are reported and report can be exported for further analysis of violation. 

 Report displays the total number of violation, violation rule’s description, severity and resolution steps to fix or identify 

the violation. 

 Violation Correction: 5)

 Violation reported in report needs to be solved by developer to achieve the good quality code. Developer need to solve 

the violation so score which is predefined for quality code can be achieved. 

 After solving the violations tool needs to be run again to make sure that current code has better quality than earlier. 

 Advantages: D.

 Reduce the code review effort and less chance of human error while reviewing. 

 Code review can be quick and save lots of time. 

 Provide solution to solve the violation. 

 Easy to use the tool. In 2-3 click, report can be generated. 

 Ideally, the person is a developer that you admire, but almost any developer will do. If someone can't understand parts 

of your code, that's a red flag. But this tool will work as same reviewer for all developer. 

 Daily Work Plan: E.

The first, and most important step to take is to plan your work. This can make your work efficiency more than previous one. It is 

important that your plan be written down somewhere - on a calendar, note pad, or stored on your computer. 

If you have written plan somewhere then it will helps you to remind and help to prevent from the disaster because of you 

forget something important. Here is the sample format of daily work plan which you can send it to your manager for daily. So he 

can also track that on which items you are currently working now.  

Manger also get the idea that which person is equipped with some amount of work and which are not. So he can assign some 

other or critical tasks to them. Plan can give you a better picture of the work and you can work accordingly and prevent for being 

confused. 

 
Fig. 20: Daily Work Plan 

 Getting Rid Of Daily Distractions with a Plan 

 A Plan Can Help You Avoid Taking on More Than You Can Handle 

 Creating Your Attack Plan 

 Weekly Progress Report: F.

The Weekly status report is used at the manager level to get the view of the current work progress and based on that they can 

decide the future work progress. It will decide the progress of each quarter. Each manager can build the report and provide it to 
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upper level so top management can get the idea of the work simulation among the company. So they can take some necessary 

steps to work on next quarter. 

Whether this report can be positive or negative based on that op management can take the further steps. Figure describe the 

completed tasks and pending tasks with their reason. 

 
Fig. 11: Weekly Progress Report 

 Quarterly Report: G.

The Quarterly report are created by using the weekly report which can give the leaders details about the performance measures 

through out of four months. This report can also provide the details about the future project work and approx. timeline of the 

projects. 

Data used in this reports are the collection of the each and every employee in company. So company can measure the overall 

performance. Also the feedback of each team will be provided by the leaders to improve the throughput of each team which leads 

to overall outcomes. 

The report format are depended on the leader which type of artifacts they want to consider to measure the performance. 

Artifacts may be different for leader to leader. But the performance outcome should be satisfactory. 

 Minutes of Meeting: H.

Meeting minutes are the written or recorded documentation that is the description of what was done in the meeting. This is 

carried out during the meetings so nothing can be missed and all thing get recorded.  

Minutes usually include: 

 The names of the participants. 

 The agenda. 

 Action items. 

 The follow-up by participants. 

 Due dates for the completion of action items and history of action items. 

 Why write meeting minutes? 1)

May be we think that meeting of minutes is the unimportant task but it is very important. To track each action work for each 

individual can be monitor by this minutes. There may be happened that your colleague has different idea about your work if this 

was not carried out.  

If you have a proper document then you can claim anytime that following task was assigned to me and was done at that time. 

Figure give us an example of minutes which can be followed by organization. 
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If tasks was not carried out at the time of meeting then going to the previous document of meeting of minute can give idea 

which tasks/action was assigned to whom. No blame game can be happens if proper documentation is available. It is a good 

practice to write a meeting of minutes. 

 
Fig. 22: Minutes of meeting 

 Splitting the Product Backlog: I.

The splitting the product backlog into the sprint backlog is one of the most important task. To avoid the conflicts between the 

developers during the development. It is important to give importance to the splitting tasks. 

When two developers are working on the same functionality there are major possibility of conflicts. To avoid the possible 

attack splitting of Product Backlog should be done wisely. 

 
Fig. 23: Splitting the Product Backlog 

Before doing the tasks splitting, each developers should have a quick look of product backlog and sprint backlog. Decide that 

whether any requirements are conflicting. If no then they are good to go ahead, otherwise they have to inform this to product 

owner or scrum mater to resolve. 

If there are any conflicts then priority of those tasks should be neglected. So it can be put on another sprint or given to the 

same developer. To avoid these scenario, product owner or scrum mater should differentiate tasks which has similar functionality 

or technically similar [23]. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The code review tool scan the code of developers and provide the necessary comments which need to be followed by developer 

to achieve the better quality of code. Tool provide the recommendations to the developer how he can correct the existing code. 

To improve the scrum process this tool can help to consider the quality factor of the software.  

Most of time is taken by the code review process when the code is developed. Review process is the vital and important 

aspects of software development. This tool reduce the review process time and provide the quick solution for each violations for 

which developer can easily implement and improve the quality of code.  

Daily work plan report and weekly report of developer can give the exact scenario of the tasks and help to analyze the 

software timelines. 
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